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HISTORY & BACKGROUND

13 April 1971 - That was the day when yet another case of
death happened in that rural village of Hanspukur due to
medical negligence, Sadhan Chandra Mistry, a vegetable
vendor by occupation, was just 35 years old when he died
of a very common and minor ailment, because
becaus he could
not get proper medical attention despite the family
running around from post to pillar. On that black day for
the family, he left behind his wife Subhasini (just 23 years
then) and four children, eldest being 8 years old, youngest
four years. Soon
on the family plunged into acute poverty
and Subhasini was forced out of her home within one
month oh her husband’s death, as the new vegetable
vendor in that hamlet market.
On that day when Subhasini sat under the scorching
sun selling vegetables and worrying about her children
who were left at home, she took a vow to herself that she
will construct a hospital in that very village and will not
allow any more poor villagers to die for want of medical
treatment. Her fellow vendors laughed at her and months
mon
after that, they made fun of her. Their action was not
unwarranted because Subhasini was totally illiterate. She
could not even count her money when she first sat
vending vegetables. How can she build a hospital, let
alone her own home, which was in total
tal shambles then?
Amazing are the ways of human determination. Day in
and out, silently, Subhasini went through the process of
selling vegetables, looking after her children and taking
care of her family. Within that frail body was a fire raging,
a fire that
hat wanted to burn the system, which do not take
care of people like her. Over the next 25 years, certain
happenings made headlines in newspapers, made
Subhasini the most popular household name in her
villages, made her fellow vendors and villagers to eat
humble pie. They misunderstood the courage and
conviction of that woman, who, in 1991, 20 years after
her husband’s death, started a clinic at her home for poor
people. She coaxed a doctor to come to her village every
week. Week after week, tens of poor patients
tients tool solace
from that only qualified doctor in the region. In 1993, the
th
clinic started to prosper. On 5 February 1995, the
th
foundation stone for the Hospital was laid on 9 March

1996, hospital inaugurated and opened to public use. It
has been a saga,
aga, never before witnessed in the annals of
development and social work. A saga of dedication,
commitment, vision, ambition and great determination.
The will and spirit of a woman that defied social norms
and obstacles all along is to establish the first hospital in
that region.
In the meantime, her children grew up. The two daughters
were married off. The eldest son is a laborer, working in
agricultural fields. The youngest of the lot, Ajoy Mistry
was the identified by her mother to carry on her mission.
He successfully completed his secondary education and
passed the All India Medical Entrance Test. Aided by the
German Scholarship, he joined Calcutta Medical College
where he went on to complete his medical course.
In 1993, Ajoy Kumar Mistry authored the Trust
T
deed of
Humanity Trust with his mother Subhasini Mistry as the
co-founder
founder Trustee. He worked hard in his studies, ran
around from friends to well wishers and managed to raise
Rs. 80000/-,, with which they laid the foundation stone.
Within one year, the trust could raise ten times the initial
money to complete the first structure of the hospital. On,
more donations followed and today, Subhasini Mistry can
say with pride that she has fulfilled her pledge made to
her husband two and half decade earlier.
Humanity
manity Hospital is certified and registered as a Hospital
under the West Bengal Clinical Establishment Act, 1950,
th
managed by Humanity Trust formed on 4 March 1993
under trust certificate no. 3163/93. The institution
received FCRA registration in 1995. In the 2000, in
appreciation of their service to humanity and poor people
in particular, both Subhasini Mistry and Ajoy Mistry was
honored and named as the prestigious PAUL HARRIS
FELLOW by Rotary International.
Today, despite the financial crunch to meet recurring
expenses, the Hospital provides best services to poor and
underprivileged sections of the society. Humanity Hospital
has been established by poor people—for
people
the benefit of
poor
people
people.

HUMANITY TRUST

H

umanity Trust (HT) is a charitable
welfare organization striving for the
proper health care for the poor,
downtrodden, and under privileged in the
society irrespective of caste, creed, and religion.
It is a secular, apolitical and non-profit
non
organization that came into existence with a
mission to serve the poorest of the poor.
After the sad demise of her husband due to
extreme poverty
ty and lack of proper medical
help Smt.Subasini Mistry was left alone and
without any proper source of income to
support her four children, she had to work as a
housemaid, a manual laborer and a vegetable
seller for 20 years and managed to save some
money to buy a small plot of land at Hanspukur
with a vision to build a hospital. The hospital, a
testimony of the will and spirit of a woman who
defied social norms and a series of obstacles to
establish the first hospital in her village,
underscores a saga of dedication, commitment,
vision, ambition and unflinching determination
and challenge.
Now there are two Hospitals, one at
Hanspukur, Joka & another at Sunderban,
Shantigachi.

The first building of the hospital at Hanspukur
was inaugurated by Hon’ble Governor
Govern Shri K.V.
Raghunath Reddy on March 1996 and within
one year the trust raised ten times the initial
corpus to complete the final structure of the
hospital and opened it to the public.
Apart from these two hospitals Humanity Trust
also runs an Orphanage Home called Kishore
Kalyan Kendra and an Old Age Home called
Shantineer.
Both the hospitals are committed to best
possible patient care and comfort to patients
during their stay in the hospitals by
comprehensive
medical
services
from
diagnostics and investigations
tigations to various
therapies, surgeries, post-operative
operative cares
The Hospital is easily accessible by various
means of transport.
Dynamic lady Smt. Subhasini Mistry has been
awarded and felicitated from time to time for
her humanitarian services to mankind. Today
Smt. Subhasini Mistry can say with pride that
she has fulfilled her pledge made to her
husband two and half decades back.

SERVICES & SUPPORTS

This hospital extend hands to the underprivileged community in the society with

Free Treatment with medicines

All Treatments under Single Roof

Both units are running successfully

DEPARTMENTS RUNNING UNDER A SINGLE ROOF
NEUROLOGY

ORTHOPEDIC

NEPHROLOGY

BREAST DISEASES

CARDIOLOGY

PULMONARY

PAEDIATRICS

UROLOGY

OPHTHALMOLOGY

GYNECOLOGY

DENTAL

GASTROENTEROLOGY

OTHER FACILITIES OF HUMANITY HOSPITAL

• X RAY
X RAY • facility is available

USG

• U.S.G
• facility is available

• PATHOLOGY
PATHO • facility is available

EMMERGENCY SERVICES
24 hours Ambulance facility at Hanspukur Unit. In Hanspukur some new medical services started and old
services are also extended.

PADMASHREE FELICITATION
FE
2017 – 2018

Subhasini Mistry is an Indian Social worker. A widow at the age of 23 years with 4 children. She
struggled in life working as a house maid, selling vegetables, and as a manual labourer. She went on to
build a charitable hospital called "Humanity Hospital" for the poor. She was awarded India's fourth
highest civilian award the Padma Shri in 2018.
2018

ACTIVITIES OF THE HOSPITAL UNDER
HUMANITY TRUST

T

he Humanity Hospital at Hanspukur
attracts attention from all over,
particularly because of the great human
story
ry involved with its inception and functioning.
The Hospital has almost all necessary
infrastructures like ECG, USG, EEG, Digital ExEx
Ray, PFT, Holter, Color Doppler, including
common pathological tests are available for
poor, needy and general sections of the society
as per our capacity from
om nearby villages and far
off. Apart from general beds, indoor is covered
by Cabin, Special Bed, HDU and ICCU. We are
also trying hard to procure other very essential
instruments to provide quality diagnostic
services promptly at Hanspukur.
Orthopedic department is functioning smoothly
with an eminent specialist of orthopedic surgery
Physiotherapy department is also functioning
regularly by experienced physiotherapists from
whom people
ople are drawing benefit to restore and
improve motion to achieve long-term
term quality of
life.
op class diagnostic facilities like Opd,
Top
Ophthalmology, Cardiology, Diabetology, ENT

In addition to regular general physicians, we are
happy to get a team of highly reputed doctors
on board, including specialists are equipped with
the knowledge and expertise for handling
various types of medical cases. A team of
medical staff, non-medical
medical staff and experienced
clinical technicians work round
round-the-clock to offer
various services to hundreds of poor and
general patients from the rural vicinity. Cataract
and other surgeries have been started with
successful results.

are
functioning
smoothly
as
before.
Departments like Sonology, Obesity, Pain
Management, Physical Medicine, Neurology
Clinic has already started.
The Hospital also has facilities for a full range of
treatments like General Surgery, Medical
Surgery, Gynaecology and Obstretics, Urology,
Gastroenterology among others.

ICCU – SEGMENT

ICCU – DONATED BY STATE BANK OF INDIA

PATHOLOGY SEGMENT
All Bio-chemistry, Hematology, Micro-biology
biology including all kinds of Pathological Test done by us with by
modern instruments. Incase of poor patients, we provide the free of cost with all tests.

PROJECT: OLD AGED HOMES
& ORPHANAGE
As

far as major works are concerned,

construction of the building of KISHORE KALYAN
KENDRA AND SHANTINEER is towards the final
phase. Plastering, Flooring, Grill work and Wood
work is completed. Electrical fittings and
plumbing fittings in the 1st floor and 2nd floor is
under progress.
ress. Painting in the exterior part of
the building is also completed. Sofa-sets,
sets, tables,
chairs and other necessary furniture’s are
required for each floor. Mosquito nets are also

required for the windows
ws for insect free
environment. The rest is waiting for financial
constrains. License for running the old-age
old
home has already been obtained.
A safe and comfort walkway for the inhabitants
will be made by building columns around the
waterbody . Plantations are done for preventing
soil erosion
ion and creating green zone in and
around the campus. Proper drainage system is
also completed.

SHANTINEER AND KISHORE KALYAN KENDRA

PROJECT – SUNDARBAN UNIT
UNDER HUMANITY TRUST

The Sundarban Hospital was tremendously
affected. Motor-boats
boats were stopped due to high
tides-waves
waves & current. Transportation of
everything stopped or disrupted eventually for
long days. Still, ourr team of dedicated medical &
non-medical
medical persons did their level best to serve
the people.
Solar Power has successfully provided an
economically viable and sustainable source of

energy which has helped us to overcome
insufficient sunlight due to cloudy weather.
All the departments are functioning smoothly
with the help of the residential team along with
the visits of specialists. Both the hospitals
celebtated Independance Day through flag
hoisting and small activities with the patients,
doctors & all staffs.

O.P.D SUNDERBAN UNIT

Based on the report, it was resolved to serve the people going to their places. Therefore, now we are
conducting monthly camps at every location. People with severity are brought back to the hospital for
further investigation & treatment. We also have applied for electric supply connection and awaiting for
it. We are very much grateful to one of our donor Mr. Prasanta Sengupta for his generous contribution
towards construction of ramp, installation of water purifier and washing cum drying machine. A Diesel
Generator Set has also been installed for continuous supply of electricity.

EYE OPERATING IN SUNDERBAN

Wrapped & Cloth Distribution Camp
We organize cloth distribution camps in slums, orphanages and old age houses. We as an
organization strongly feel about destitute and for us nobody should suffer the lack of clothes.
As we are born, weather is sensitive for everyone, everybody feels heat, cold and rain. So just because
they are poor we don’t want they should suffersuffer because for us all human life is sacred.
These camps are very often and have its own importance. Recent camps were organized in the slums of
Santigachi-Sunderban, Kumirmari-Sunderban,
Sunderban, Gidni-Jharagram, Beldiha Ashram-Bankura,
Bankura, Manick Para
-Jharagram and Hanspukur Hospital Cortage.
Many
ny more such camps are in pipeline.

DETAILED ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REPORT
HOSPITAL ACTIVITY REPORT FOR FY 17- 18
TOTAL
BENEFICIARIES

FREE
SERVICES

CONCESSIONS

PERCENTAGE
(%)

DETAILS OF
CHARGES

OPD & Emmergency - Hanspukur & Sundarban Unit

59,110

16,843

42,267

28.49%

20-75

Pathological Test - Hanspukur & Sundarban Unit

12,278

3,752

8,526

30.56%

variable

Indoor Patients - Hanspukur & Sundarban Unit

10,570

2,144

8,426

20.28%

100-1500

Medical Camps- Totally Free of Cost

14,235

14,235

100.00%

Free

-

5000 - 10000

ACTIVITY

Old Aged Home - Hanspukur

Total Numbers of Benifitted Patients

3

96,196

3

36,974

59,222

ANNUAL AUDITED REPORT FOR FINANCIAL
YEAR 2017-2018
2017
LIST OF TRUSTEES
Sl.
No

Name of the Members

Designation

1.

Smt. Subhasini Mistry

2

Dr. Ajoy Kumar Mistry

Author ,Chairman /Mg.
Trustee

+91.9432181375/+91.
+91.8697505652

3

Mr. Pijush Kanti Mondal

Trustee

+91.9831801061
9831801061

4

Mr. Apurba Majumdar

Trustee

+91.9748713595
9748713595

5

Dr. R. P. Chatterjee

Trustee

+91.33.24931314
24931314

6

Mr. Ranjan Kumar Manik

Trustee

+91.9433097663
9433097663

7

Mr. Chiranjib Mondal

Trustee

+91.9932130611
9932130611

Trustee For Life

Contact Details

+91.8820989533
8820989533

GET INVOLVED
Please feel free to donate for our Nobel cause towards humanity & also your
donation will be exempted from income tax U/S 80G of the Income Tax Act,
this trust is registered under F.C.R.A Govt. of India.

BANK NAME

STATE BANK OF INDIA

BANK ADDRESS
NAME

IIM JOKA, DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD
HUMANITY TRUST

ACCOUNT NUMBER

32221278672

IFSC CODE

SBIN0006210

MICR

700002130

DONATE WITH
FREE HEART &
SOUL & GET “IT
BENEFITS”

